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mu{fkaepin;dœ 
Muëòakopaniñad 

Mantra 1.2.12 (contd. From the last issue) 

The  nirvikalpa samädhi also is not the solution because it depends upon the 
condition of the mind. The nature of the mind is to change; so nirvikalpa samädhi 
also is not going to last.  If one wants a non-changing mind, it isbetter to be a 
stone.  In nirvikalpa samädhi the concept of time is not there.  So, one is timeless— 
but only for a length of time.  Really, timelessness is the nature of the vastu.  If at 
all there is mokña, it should be centred on the vastu, and is not gained intime to 
be lost again. That gain is a gain without loss.  It is the gain of the vastu that is 
already free.  A gain dependingupon some factor is going to be anitya.  Now, if 
there is an uncreated freedom, it should be centred on oneself and it should be 
there already. Mokña should be the very nature of the vastu, the ätman.  Then only 
one can have mokña.  There is no other mokña. The mokña that is dependent upon 
a situation is not mokña, because it is created. 

If mokña is one’s nature, one is always free.  Then one would be free to have a 
limited mind, limited senses, everything limited.  One is not seeking freedom from 
a limited mind; one is seeking freedom from being limited.  A limited mind is not 
the problem;  ‘limited me’ is the problem.  One is not trying to free oneself from 
a limited mind, limited set of senses, limited body, limited wealth, or limited 
relationships.  Freedom from being limited confers upon the person the freedom 
to have limited ‘anything’.  This is something beautiful.  One appreciates that this 
freedom is possible presumptuously by analysis.  That is the parékñä.  If it is a 
possibility, then it should be uncreated. 

Uncreated means it should be ‘me’.  It is not a created condition of the mind, it is 
not a created condition of an external situation which again is meant for a created 
condition of the mind. Even heaven-going is to enjoy with the mind alone.  All 
the time we are working for a created condition of a mind that is conducive.  But 
one should know tht the nature of mind is to change.  No mind will remain without 
change.  That is the reason why people begain believing tthat if one stones the 
mind, one will be OK.  So, the practical people go for stoning. Stoning of the mind 
is not what we are working for. 

The problem is not the mind, the problem is just the person who has the sense of 
bondage.  That person happens to be totally free. If the person thinks that all his 
limitations are true and inrinsic to the self, then one has no freedom. If they are 
not, then one is already free.  Then mokña is one’s nature.  If I do not see myself 
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free, then the problem is one of ignorance.  “Ätman should be seen”,1 The knower of 
the ätman crosses sorrow2, “The knower of Brahman gains the limitless”,3—all these 
sentences reveal the existence of ignorance about the ätman and its removal as freedom. 

We take ätman for granted.  We always think we know the ätman and we have only 
to know everything else.  No, ätman has to be known.  To keep you going, everything 
else also has to be known.  That is all right, but ätman also has to be known. One 
has no choice in that.  In everything else one can have some choices—one may know 
a little bit less, a little bit more.  There is no question of having complete knowledge 
of any one thing in the jagat.  But, ätman is to be known because knowing that, 
everything is as well known. That is the original proposition. 

Our experience also confirms seelf-ignorance.  Suppose someone asks, “Do you know 
that you are Brahman?”  The response would be, “which Brahman you are talking 
about?” That is enough to prove the existence of seelf-ignorance.  Using presumption 
also, we can arrive at the existence of ignorance. 

But how ddoes the self-ignorance go?  It is preceded by a desire to know.  First there 
is a desire for wealth, there is desire for pleasures and a desire for heaven—which is 
also pleasure. Then one set of deesires is converted into another set. If one analyses 
these desires, then one understands that one wants freedom from being unhappy, from 
being limited, from being insecure.  So, all desires are convberted into one desire, 
the only one predominant desire—desire for mokña. 

When the nature of mokña is not understood, anything that is out of the ordinary 
becomes the means for fulfilling one’s desire for mokña.  Since mokña is something 
uncommon, one goes for anything that does not have normal features.  So, another 
big conversion is necessary here.  The desire for mokña should be converted into a 
desire to know, jijïäsä.  Then one goes for çravaëa, listening to çästra. In fact, the 
çästra does not leave one in any doubt.  It says, “ Ätman has to be known for which 
one has to listen”.4 

Vicära, inquiry goes along with çravaëa.  Even though inquiry is not the pramäëa, 
only the words of the Çästra are the pramäëa, the inquiry is an aìga, part, of pramäëa, 
in the sense that it helps you eliminate all doubts.  A question arises here as to what 
gives rise to knowledge—inquiry or the words of the çästra?  The words give one 
the knowledge, not inquiry.  If inquiry gives knowledge, then inquiry becomes the 
pramäëa.  We are not averse to reasoning or to analysis.  Inquiry is only to gain the 
vision of the çruti. 

1 AaTma va Are ÔòVy>. b&hdar{ykaepin;t!  (2.4.5) 
2 trit zaekm! AaTmivt!, DaNdaeGyaepin;t! (7,1,3 
3 äüivdœ Aaßaeit prm!, tEiÄrIypin;t!  (2.1) 


